
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a strategy leader. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for strategy leader

Identifies and escalates issues and risks to project delivery
Responsible for evaluation and development of new, innovative product
concepts, driving business case development, financial performance, product
pipeline, high-level product design, and managing new product initiatives
through the pre-build phase of the product development process
Manage the development of PV (Pharmacovigilance) integrated quality plans
(IQPs) to continuously assess risk to business-critical activities
Work with risk owners across R&D PV functions to develop effective risk
mitigation plans to control risks identified in the IQPs
Ensure BRQC Janssen activities are integrated to maximize BRQC Janssen
support of readiness for PV inspections
Organize and lead meetings with key PV business leaders to periodically
assess quality metrics and determine if risks are adequately defined and
controlled under the IQPs
Lead or assist in the early identification, escalation, and resolution of quality
issues that pose a significant risk to achievement of core company PV
objectives
In collaboration with Regulatory Compliance, lead inspection readiness
activities to support health authority inspections of PV systems
Provide input into portfolio oversight and audit strategies as needed to
ensure that PV issues identified from ongoing surveillance are built into risk
mitigation plans in the IQPs
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Qualifications for strategy leader

Be a role model for your people and peers in the way you lead on a daily
basis, providing inspirational leadership, coaching, development and support
Communicate with passion and enthusiasm, embracing change as a way of
working, owning and understanding the messages in the communications
that you deliver
Masters or PhD degree required
A minimum of 10 years of experience in drug development with industry or
related
Should possess a proven track record of exceptional team management
including the consistent demonstration of behaviors as defined in the
Johnson and Johnson Leadership Imperatives (Live our Credo, Connect,
Shape, Lead, and Deliver)
Energy and enthusiasm to inspire and mobilize teams are fully essential


